
When at the April conference in 1876 
President Brigham Young appointed me as 

principal of the educational institution that has 
been established in Provo and bears the name of 
its illustrious founder, it was with no comprehen-
sion of the magnitude of the work that the appoin-
tee laid out the plans for his new mission.
 Adding another experimental term to one 
conducted by his predecessor, he found premises 
inadequate, facilities limited, students few in 
number and poorly prepared, and financial condi-
tions exceedingly discouraging. To make matters 
still worse, there were many even among the 
influential men in the community who not only 
had no confidence in the stability of the new ven-
ture but openly opposed it by using their influ-
ence against it. Yet there were not wanting some 
prophetic signs of a more prosperous future—in 
the growing enthusiasm of the students, in the 
spreading influence outside the schoolroom, in 
the unqualified support of President Abraham O. 

Smoot, and in the approval of the presidency of 
the Church. This was the condition of affairs when 
in August of the same year the first term of the 
first academic year was commenced.
 The two experimental terms had demonstrated 
the fact that the strength of Brigham Young 
Academy was not in her financial condition; nor 
could her aims be to enter, for the present, into 
competition with institutions of higher educa-
tion in our country; nor was her distinguishing 
characteristic to be sought in the professional 
efficiency of her teachers alone, for all of these 
advantages have been claimed and enjoyed by 
schools of learning before. And yet the neces-
sity for the establishment of a new kind of edu-
cational institution for Zion had been revealed 
by the Lord to the prophet Brigham Young. The 
lack of what element created that necessity? It 
has been said that the Saints will be saviors upon 
Mount Zion, that they are destined to redeem the 
world. Redeem the world from what? From the 
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thralldom of sin, ignorance, and degradation! In 
order to do this, Zion will have to take the lead 
in everything and consequently also in educa-
tion. But there is much education already, much 
science, much art, much skill, and much so-called 
civilization—in fact, so much that this generation 
is fast getting into the notion that they can get 
along without a God, like the Titans of old who 
wanted to storm the heavens by piling one moun-
tain on top of another.
 A glance over the conditions of mankind in this 
our day, with its misery, discontent, corruption, 
and disintegration of the social, religious, and 
philosophic fabrics, shows that this generation 
has been put into the balance and has been found 
wanting. A following, therefore, in the old grooves 
would simply lead to the same results, and that 
is what the Lord has designed shall be avoided in 
Zion. President Brigham Young felt it in his heart 
that an educational system ought to be inaugu-
rated in Zion in which, as he put it in his terse 
way of saying things, neither the alphabet nor the 
multiplication tables should be taught without 
the Spirit of God.
 Thus was started this nucleus of a new system. 
When, years after, a certain person could find no 
other fault with it than that it should have started 
some twenty years before, I thanked God that 
it hadn’t; for if it had been thus started without 
teachers to comprehend its aims, without boards 
to enter into its spirit, and without students to feel 
its necessity, unavoidable failure would have post-
poned a successful commencement for a genera-
tion or more.
 All the above-mentioned adversities of the 
infant institution were blessings in disguise. 

Without means, by relying upon the liberality of 
her patrons, the Academy engendered a growing 
interest among the people in its aims. Without 
teachers sufficiently devoted to its sacred cause to 
labor for a mere nominal salary, the Academy was 
forced to create a Normal Department, composed 
of volunteers, to raise her own teachers. Without 
a board of members experienced in educational 
affairs, they went through an empirical train-
ing in having their attention turned gradually 
from the primitive conditions of the beginning 
to the more complex organization of the school’s 
further advancement.
 If, amidst all these changing scenes, clouds 
of discouragement did occasionally darken the 
horizon of our vision, they were always dispelled 
by the voice of the Spirit whispering, “O ye of 
little faith.”
 Amid the ever-changing scenes of development 
which the Brigham Young Academy has passed 
through—whether holding forth in one single 
room under makeshift arrangements or enjoying 
the benefits of more suitable facilities; whether in 
rented premises, fitted up for the time being, or 
in her own palatial habitation; whether laboring 
according to the humble program of the primary 
and intermediate grades or aspiring to academic 
or collegiate honors—there must go through it all, 
like a golden thread, one thing constant: the spirit 
of the latter-day work. As long as this principle 
shall be the mainspring of all her labors, whether 
in teaching the alphabet or the multiplication 
tables or unfolding the advanced truths of science 
and art, the future of Brigham Young Academy 
will surpass in glory the fondest hopes of her most 
ardent admirers.


